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i\,.bstract 
'We how the construction of double affine Heeke of Vasserot [Duke 
carries ove:r the ca.se of the simplest 
case. In a technical we a realization of double affine Heeke of 
type with (4 + 1) }Hll'B.m.eters (while Vasserot's construction treats the same 
case with (1 + l) pa.;:an1eters 
Introduction 
"fact" that a K-theoretic realization of an attached to a 
group obtains one extra action of the character group a torus in a 
nice way when we take account into a torus action. 
When this is to the Steinberg which gave a realization 
Weyl groups ( cf. , then we obtain a geometric realization of an affine Heeke 
V/hen this is of finite then we get a 
) . 
this idea to the aJfi:ne version of Steinberg varieties, then vve should obtain 
a extension" of an affine Heeke 1vhich i;o now recognized as the double 
affine Heeke in the sense of Cherednik 
ln Vasserot pursues this······~·~,-,,, realization of double 
aftlne Heeke algebras in terms of of the atone 
flag varieties. 
Here Vasserot obtains a Cforor,nwYo'1 realization of a double affine Heeke with (1+1) 
since he starts from a 
algebra due to Kazhdan-Lusztig and 
an one-parameter affine Heeke 
(Here the meaning of (1 + l) is 
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that the first "1" stands for the 
and the second "1" stands for 
introduced in the <•H"'-'""""""'·',_,, 
In our 
'Nith 
In view of 
SYUF.ATO 
which appears in some Heeke 
the parameter which corresponds to the 
realization of an 
realization of the double affine Heeke algebra of 
two-parameter deformation 1{ usually 
CNS algebra for short). 
i<.>JVlJLLccuc- realization of the CNS 
the 
group r:tssocie,ted to G = > I_Jet l3 be tb.e 
a suitable vector bundle F over B with a m.ap v to a vector V. 
vve form a fiber ~n'ucJcu<oc Z := F Xv :F. Consider a suitable Q X 
we want to prove 
"Theorern" lL Hie have an 
with with 
H, let ring of H 
Proposition B. liVe have 
where q is Mme elernent of H, 
Notice that the first 
sent at ion of Q. In other 
the trivial one. 
claims ~ , 'Nhere triv is the trivial repre-
have no finite dimensional of Q except for 
the main part of this article, we r•,strict ourselves to the ease n = 1. In this case, the possible number 
of ccx becomes 4 sinee the number of direct sumrrmnds of :F is strictly smailer (2 summands) than that of 
n ?: 2 case (3 It is expected from the aspect of so-called "elliptic" Heeke algebras studied by 
Saito-Shiota ( cf. 
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) 5 ~ TNe have a rnap 
1-+ V) E CC 
which we denote 
,;'Theorem'j C. Let a E a>< elem.ent. Lei; za be the set 
,2. zue hjave an. r,Q,nn>.n·n>n,.o,-,,-
wheTe the LHS is ,:he K with the stntctv.re 
the convobtion 
"Theorern" C should be derived from "Theorem" A 
ment. However, we do not know how to do this in the 
means of a localization a.rgu-
of groups. As 
consequence, the rigorous "Theorems" A and C is rather unclear to us. 
"tvioreover, BS vve saw in element of(] 
to do since every elenwnt of Q acts every :finite-dimensional represen•ta 
It means that the LHS vvith the RHS tlxed in 
"Theorem" C. This is 
us from the of "Theorem" A is the 
L The :F is smooth but infinite-dimensional. It that we do :not know a 
2. The map vis not proper, Hence, the convolution oJ:)er·at;IOn structure of (Z)) 
is not nt:cecotJ:~.n 
3. The group Q x ) 5 cannot act on :F as vve want to be. 
l. and 2. are in common with . The only new 
our The author has no tool to overcome these ditliculties in 
way. 
'iNe "Theorem" C as a re-incanation of "Theorem" A. However, it also 
needs a suitable correction in order to deduce non-trivial conclusions. 
For v.re introduce 
\vhose structure and the on a, 
of 'H. in This makes subtle differences between. 
Vfhich depend on the choice of elements of This "'."' 0 ''~"'" 
[Vas05] and our new finding is that we can introduce extra torus action "localization" 
(,.r T "'il'lm·' ...... 1. J'-lv c~ 
Therefore, our main result 
which depends on the data of '""'·"'' .. ""~'" 
in this article is an improvement of "Theorem" 
elements of 
isomorphism is consistent with the description of the center of 'H. See eg. Theorem 1.8. 
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1 Preliminaries 
Throughtout this article, we fix the base field to be C. A variety is a possibly infinitely 
many disjoint union of noetherian normal schemes of finite type over C. For a variety X, 
we denote by K(X) the Grothendieck group of the category of coherent sheaves on X with 
coefficient C. It coincides with the Grothendicek group of the locally free sheaves on X (with 
coefficient C) if X is smooth. 
Let G := SL(2, C). We define two subgroups B and T of G as: 
T := {(~ a~1) ;a E ex} c B := {(~ a~1) ;a E CX,b E C}. 
Let X*(T) be the character group ofT. Let E E X*(T) be the positive fundamental weight 
with respect to the choice of B. 
1.1 DAHAs of type Ai1) 
In the following, a variable written by a boldface ( eg. t, q, ... ) indicates that we treat it as 
an indeterminant. 
Let Al := C[t~\ tf1], At := Ao[q±1], and A:= At[(t0)±t, (ti)±1]. 
Definition 1.1. An affine Heeke algebra of type Ai1) is an A0-algebra lHI generated by T0 
and T1 subject to: 
(To+ l)(To- t~) = 0 and (T1 + l)(Tt - ti) = 0. (1.1) 
Lemma 1.2. The group W generated by the images ofT0 , T1 in the residual algebra lHij(t0 = 
1 = t1) is isomorphic to the affine Coxeter group of type AP) with its Coxeter generators as 
the images so,St ofTo,Tt. 
Theorem 1.3 (Bernstein-Lusztig). We put Y := T1T0 . Then, we have 
as vector spaces. 
For a polynomial ring A1[X±1], we define an A1-linear action3 of Won it as 
(1.2) 
3This action is supposed to be compatible with the multiplications. 
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Theorem 1.4 (Noumi), There e:cists a 
tations !HI on the Laumnt vu1:unuu.!:tuL 
2 (1 .... aX)(l- bX) 
:= tl -+- 1 y-2 . 
~- -"'~ 
where a:= t1 'c :=--"" 
Definition 1,5, The CNS algebra of rank one is defined as the (IHI. ) - A [ ,.-LJ] rr and , . "'" ~- . 
Remark L6. The can also be its 
1T== 
-1) 




1.2 Highest "lleight modules of 
Let !vi be an irreducible 'N-module of at most countable dimension. 
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represen--
u r Encl A[X±1] 11. - ·A -
and relations as in 
Dixirnir's version of 
some scalar. 
+ 
2. The center n is 
Remark L9. It is known that the center 
root 
Co:rollar·y 1. HL The character the centeT LRI can be 
)2 via the evaluat:ion rn.ap 
3 H f(n, E 
where 0 is T in the class an s. 
4Every possible 'I) gives the same value. 
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Definition 1.11 (Highest modules)o A finitely Ji-module M is said to be a 
weight module iff its restriction to lHI is a direet sum of finite dimensionallHI~modules. 
Let q be a non-zero complex number. VVe 
0 
E q := 0 





(• r.-1 f"',.)q ,:; ' 
For each .\ E "'q, we d.enote of 
such that all of its (generalized) central characters as lBI-modules belongs to 
q 
into the diTect su,rn 
L8 A:n affi.ne flag variety of .8 L(2, [:) 
Consider the groups 
LG:={ ; a, b, c, dE 
obtained as some rational 
a canonical 
,ad- be= 
which we as 
a J 
t ; a, b, c, d E C[[;c]]} 
groups over C. vVe have 
the residue :rn.odulo zC[[z]] of their coordinates. We 
via thi;; m.ap. 1Ne have an extension 
1 ·--+ L(J --; Q --> ---t 1 
·~vhose 
>< 
this extension to I c LG, we obtain a subgroup I c 
be the vector representation of G with its T-eigenvectors v+ (of E) and 
v_ weight -E). We \11 @ with an action of g via an extension of a natural 
inclusion 
LG '---' ® CC((z))) C Endd\11 ® CC((z))) 
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act degree m-eharacter on zm. Since is to a trivial 





is taken as 
c 
spaces. (Jonsider the set 
= 1, =CC[[z]] C 
as For the exhaustive sequence 
we define Bi := {(E0 , E1) r£:: B; E0 c: Fi} as a subset of It is to see that 
it as 11" Gubscheme of a suitable Grassmanian. 
an embedding of schemes. It follows that lim. 
_ .. , 
'"''~no'"'-L'~'-"'·"' on Vvhich VIC denote the same Jetter. Vve refer 
V/e have a natural on B that of LG 
at the level of This rrtakes B into a space of Q with its stabilizer I. We 
have two-dimensional torus 'IT' C Q such that ']' 1-1 Ci = T. 
Lennna a C[[z]]-lattice 
c ® C((z)). 
we have 
c -1, or --ra- mE Z} 
as sets. 
CoroU:ary L 15. Define a w· on as 
== +) (cr = 
for each m E Z. We have 
= W (CC[[z]]v+ EB 
In the grotip VV ~ on the set J3'lf. 
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1.4 Exotic affine Sp:rm.ger map 
Consider the linear 
c 
where as a vector and g ads on the 
second ;>nyn·nn.n tensor products). The inclusion V c Vis clearly 
and the T-action the on V V) 
commutes with each other, A.s a consequence, we have a vector bundle5 F over B whose 
fiber over I is V. vve for1n Q >< G1~(2, 
L5 A.ss1.nnption on parameter 
In the following, we fix an element 
T, To, T1 are not roots of 
We also regard a as an element Q x G C)x 
(s,T)E'irC (tJ0 0 I"' . \0 E 
composition map of sets6 
E 
as: 
2 So1ne completions of DA.I-IA of type 
We work in the same as in the section. 
Let A be a countabk) 511bset of maximal ideals 
have a map 
mE.t\. 
By 71. acts on A[){] 
A[X±1]. For each rl > 0, we 
5Notice that F is not a vector bundle in some sense since it has uncountable rank (and hence not even 
Here we claim so because we do not need to justify this in the later part of this 
paper. 
6The map 11 makes sense as a map of prO··ind-varieties since cC[[z]] is written a.s the limit of an inverse 
system of finite-dimensional vector spau;s. The fiber of a point on V along v makes sense as an ind-variety. 
However, we avoid to count this type of in this article. 
the degree7 ( < 
points of A. 
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in A[)(±1] along the all 
Proposition 2.1. The snbsd n c EndcAlX±l] a s·ubset of EndcA[X±1]j{ if a·nd 
if A is stable under the W -act·ion on A[X±1] as t.he scalar extention (L2). 
A direct consequence of 1.13 and Remftrk 2.2. D 
Re:ma:rk 2.2. An 
if =A. 
Assume that VV acts 
of sets { 
Then, we 
on A. Let 0 E A be a 
:= {0}, and := soAm-1 U 
;j [ y±l·;N _ __, 
c· • ~ k JAI " 
if l;::: m. Let denote the limit of this inverse 
setting its open s~3ts as 
cA. 
--+ for all rrl .. 
if and 
we define a sequence 
the For each N > 0, the natum.l map 
t8 a dense open r-o'f/wc:rw:J.v.n 
Remark 2.4. Notice that if T is a mot then every Hl -orbit is In onn·-rr•.•"• 0 
the above diTnensional vector spaces 
and we have no chance to obtain an .Lerrt.ma 2.3. 
Proposition 2.5. Th.e elements Ti E ?i acts on 
The summary of the construction of this section is: 
Theo:rem 2.G. Fix an ele·ment a E vVa. .PoT each N > 0, ·we have an 
where q, 
on 
:Note that the algebra structure on the RHS does not uv;.;·~HU h, .... 
Henee, the result is immediate from the discussion of this section and Definition 1.5. D 
Remark 2.7. Tlw 
introduction. 
in Theorem 2. 6 is the 
7This is counted via the local uniformizers along m. 
8This is a. natural coming from the inverse system. 
?Ttentioned in the 
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Gem:netry of basic representations 
We work under the same setting as in the previous section. 
E Picl3'. 
Let a be an element of 'Jf x 
of Lf]" 
Lemma 8.2. We have T) c Ci X ex as 
Definition 3.3. Let us introdu.ce a on 0 
as the scalar on the \vhole vector r::pnce. and 
on 
K;o : 
We refer this (ex 
ofT x 
(ex 
as the K~-action, I-Iere ·\~le 
By 
where the 
the Hrst ex act 
the second C x act 
0 C((z)) EB 
r;,0 for i = 1, 2. 
l c; we r_,eune a 
Lennna 3A. The K;-action on !3 x V preseTves ;:a and comm:ates with the Zg(s, 
Ite:rnark 3.5. At a the H oweveT, 
all choice8 In otheT we 
can a.sstrrne the 
We have 
:F= >< V;X E as sets. 
'L ' lt_~ lS the set of a.-fixed V is a finite-
dimensional vector space. with Lemma the set of a-6.xed 
disjoint union of inflnitely many finite rank vector bundles on flag vanE~"Gl.,JS, 
Tl:.terefore, •Ne y::a as s.n infinite disjoint union of flag varieties in the below. 
Lmnma 3.6. We have a natuml vF ~ N9 ('f)/'f. 
9Tha.nks to Lemma 3.4, we know that. it is either lP'1 or one point. 
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For each wE we denote its lift in Q 
E :F;g E 




We form a 
is the maximsJ ideal of 
we have a nu-1p 




Since Fa is stable undm: the T-action. construction, every 
11'--fixed 
of :;::a_ 
1iJI E f3 must be the form 
Let c W be the set 




if l 2 m holds. This an inverse 












This vector space also admits a linear "'"''-''-'•v~ corning from the inverse system. 
10This construction of restriction map is wrong from the point of view of localization theorem. Since we 
absorb the difierence by invertible factors, we do not take care of them. 
11This map fails to be projective since the fiber is a disjoint union of infinitely many compact varieties. 
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This follows from the fact that different characters are sent to different values by 
two sp;:, 's since holds. D 
Lem.ma 3~!:t ~Ve have an 
where q, are as in Theon:.m 2.6, A = and N = 1 or 2 
T) contains 
v1e can 
"VP'-'''-'.l)""''o'' structure of the HHS does not depend on t0 , t1 .... Hence, 
This lemma follows from the following two observations .. l) 
The set of connected 
2) For each w E 
as 
Rernark 3.10. For G 
be 
IJU·'''~''"o of :F" is in one-to-one with the set H! a. 
D 
4 Main theorern 
VVe >Nork under the same 
eonsider a. 
of as: 
and pz: Hence, we have a 
m) 3 ([£], 
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Lemma 4t L As the limit *t,m, we have an action 
, 
* m,aJr,es a 
Theorem 4.2 
...... -----
.. ") ~ J{(Z"a) 
Lemma 3. 9. I·lere the 
is as: 
The rest of this section is devoted to 
Q-orbits 
the of Theorem "L2. Consider 
By means cf the 
--=------
X* c I<(:P) c:: 





closed subsets Oi c Z"' to be the closures of the 
'-'"'""'''n<u "'""'"ou"'·'"'-'·"- J::a "--> .za, we have an inclusion 
u.J<,,~cHu:u subset of Z". 
as a generator set of the dense subalgebra of 
map 
<--+ if(??) and thus 
Here the Pw E 
= 0, 1. we have: 
'"'·"'~·nr'.r-:n as the cloBU1'e 
'and rrom_ 
the t;he 
120ur choice of completion i0 aimed to satisfy this condition. 
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We have 
E is equal to the twice of the length of w with 
of each orbit closure (}(T x 
with its lenght at most that of w. 
account into the existence of PvJ, the result follows. 0 
ma,p, we cannot 1n a 
Proposition 4,5, 'We ... ) C J({ja), then we have 
E 
each 'i = 0, 1. 
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